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"Mouse Over Info Bos Creator" Easily Create Little Boxes of information i.e. help, hints, tips, tricks and

lots more... * Just select the colors of each segment of the box from the simple color pallete and the css is

done. * Enter the text you want to appear in the box and the html code is generated for you * Copy and

paste the code into your website where you want the box to appear. Introducing .................. Mouse Over

Info Box Creator Easily Create Little Boxes of information i.e. help, hints, tips, tricks, FAQ and lot more So

Your Site Visitors Can Easily Understand Your Site Features, And Navigate Without Any Problems. From:

Timm Miller Dear Friend, Ever wanted to have those little boxes of hints or information that appear when

you point the mouse at areas on some sites but find it to complicated or tedious, or just dont know how to

do it?. Well now you can have as many as you want with this gem of a script. Just follow the instructions

and you will have boxes galore! Easily have the css file created for you, just select the colours of each

segment of the box from the simple colour pallete and the css is done. Then continue on to enter the text

you want to appear in the box and the html code is generated for you Then all you have to do is copy and

paste the code into your website where you want the box to appear. Simple! Buy It With Confidence. Start

using it instantly To Your Success, Timm Miller 4-your-mind.com P.S. In a few minutes from now you can

experience the power that is inside the Mouse Over Info Box Creator and use it to instantly start

maximizing your site potential without any hassel. P.P.S. Your Visitors will be very happy that your site is

easy to understand and have instant help for their questions. P.P.P.S. Buy This Product and receive a

web link to my personal website where you can download a "FULL PAGE" of High Quality Digital

Products FOR FREE! Many with Resell Licenses...
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